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WHEN WILL
AUGMENTED REALITY
IN CONSTRUCTION
DELIVER ON ITS
PROMISE?

challenges that are fairly unique to this

By Stephen Smith, VPD Operations
Lead, Bechtel
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concern as there is a real danger that

he concept of using an
electric display that
overlays data onto real life

content and fail to fully engage with
how to safely allow the use of phones,
sensible policies to govern phones and
tablets the author does not know of any

as a live direct or indirect view of

poor or no data connections which
provides a challenge with getting the

generated sensory input such as

have local storage capability allowing
to accessing the site and this can then
be accessed via Bluetooth or a wired
building projects is not a new
As with all technology
into the real life intended location
a prohibitively expensive for
through its Google Glass project

How does AR work?
recognition, edge based tracking,

potential for adoption within the

need consideration when applying

>
This paper will outline the current

Implementing AR in Construction
>

could take even longer before it truly

will argue that the blockers holding
back adoption of the technology are

The following additional factors were

The following challenges were
given the unique characteristics of a

Business logic challenges:
branded solutions that contain

>
content is positioned relative to

and also a previous trial on the

will also identify use cases for the
>
track the progress of installation of pre-
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product data sheet for a piece

Human interface issues
challenges for users wearing
safety gloves: The huge variety

the construction sequence can be

solutions are not currently well
potentially provide for a
wide range of opportunities
but also throw up a lot of
questions that have not fully

be used and this could prove less
distracting and therefore safer within

warehouse type applications of
blueprints accessed on site
with delivering relevant business

different perspective to really prove
overlaid over the installed
excellent introductory starting point

Limited Use of contextual
information: Google Glass type

handover and operations &
technology and e-ink displays to
has not yet fully been answered

the users found that it was better

experience have great potential

construction experience but while
fairly straightforward to create
for other step by step processes in

Conclusion
solutions that are being targeted

hand free alternatives to viewing
high refresh rates to trick the user

than a highly rendered version,
this also had the advantage of
generating less data which reduced

such as blueprint that change
on location to display required

construction project data and user
experience perspective to justify the

AR devices:
be truly contextual and not just

Complexity and capabilities of
tracking technologies: There

usually required by the user as the
level of detail is purely a visual
is good news for the industry
since the perceived overhead of
applying advanced rendering

devices have not been able to
capable products being released on
will appear to actually be in situ
as the eye perceives the object to
physically be occupying the real

that we will soon have the ability
for equally accurate tracking on

technologies available depending

in delivery of construction projects
once the key blockers are addressed
and the construction use cases are
could be an invaluable tool across
all the construction supply chain

certainly a technology trends which
been breached - and at distance -

with business and safety critical
point have a profound effect on our

visualisation to being used by
selection criteria which need

Many of the challenges outlined
for location and contextual
and access what is currently hidden
justifying the outlay costs of the

accuracy of the positioning of
industry will need support for the
Construction AR Use Cases
technologies which work together
The following is a list non-exhaustive
additionally allows the tracking
to continue to work if one or a
Level of detail required for
AR content:

have not been developed with the
to successfully deploy within the
construction industry, particularly at
explored which could bring value to
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